
Forum Error Code 0142 Dell Diagnostics
Hard Drive
Dell error code 2000 0142 means Hard Drive failure. The HDD needs to If not, you can boot the
computer and press F12 and do the Diagnostics. If you get. In this Tutorial I will explain how to
use the diagnostics utility that is built into dell hard drives that are shipped with their computers. I
will.

Hard Drive fails with an error during Dell Diagnostics,
Error Codes and Meanings, ePSA 2000-0142, Hard Drive
(d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful. Status = (x).
MSG: Error Code 2000-0142. MSG: Hard Drive 0 - self test unsuccessful. Status: 49. The given
error code and message can be used by Dell Technical Support to My hard disk drive open but
can't find the folders inside (Solved) » Forum. Desktop. Desktop computer Forums (Audio,
General Hardware, Video) Error code: 2000-0142. Validation: 75192. Msg: Hard drive 0 - S/N
S0V5YG8T, Short self test unsuccessful. Please record the above Error and Validation codes.
Dell Inspiron N7110 :: Hard Drive Error Code 2000-0142 Dell Inspiron 3540 :: Diagnostics EPSA
Test / Error Code 2000-0142 I have read around on the support forums that the next step to try is
removing and replacing the hard drive then.
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Dell error code 0142 (2000-0142) hard drive faulty - how much will it cost to get From my search
on the forums this says your hard drive is faulty and needs fixing. I then tried to run diagnostics to
see what's wrong then i got the error code. Community Error Code 0142 Status 79 Dell Desktop -
Wordpress.com. Dell studio 17 laptop error code 0142 solutions /support-
forums/laptop/f/3518/px?mode=0 have Hard drive fails with an error during dell diagnostics, error
codes. HARD DRIVE-DST SHORT TEST :: ERROR CODE 0142 :: dell. inspiron n5040 and im
having the error code 2000-0142 on my laptop, Test got following error I've posted this on Dell's
Alienware forums but have gotten no response there. I ran diagnostics and it said there was a
problem with the hard drive. The error code was 2000-0142. I have had 4 hard drives crash on
this computer and this. HDD failure- Magnetic Surface Degradation - posted in Internal
Hardware: I have a Dell Inspiron 1545 with a Samsung HM500JI HDD. The computer failed to
boot giving me error code 0142 MSG: error code 2000-0142 Self test unsuccessful for HDD
Status 79 I made the mistake of not posting this first to the forum.

it was freezing and running slow so I did a Dell diagnostics.
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it was freezing and running slow so I did a Dell diagnostics.
When I did that it said my hard drive might be failing with
the error code of (Error Code 2000-0142).
Dell Error Code for Failed Hard Disk / … Error Code: 2000-0142 , Hard Drive 0- Self Test Un it
failed the Hard Drive Test Welcome to Windows 7 Forums. Find the hard drive letter (usually
local disk C) for which you want to run the Msg: Error Code 2000-0142. Msg: Hard Drive 0 - self
test unsuccessful. Status: 79. The given error code and message can be used by Technical
Support to help diagnose I'm going to try a Dell online hard drive diagnostic if I can make it work.
Dell HDD Error SSDs & Data Storage. Does anyone know what this error means? It's from a
Dell 2000-0142 Hard Drive (d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful. I've posted this on Dell's
Alienware forums but have gotten no response there. ePSA shows a 2000-0142 error/HDD failed
both times I ran it. Windows Defender scans will trigger BSOD. Dell online Diagnostics tool will
trigger BSOD Yeah, the 2000-0142 is an error code that it failed to run a test on the hard drive,.
After replacing the hard drive on a Dell Inspiron 560 desktop and running the a power outage and
diagnostics had given me error code 2000-0142 which. After restarting my manufacturer logo,
Dell, came up and there was an empty black screen. work as Dell could not even run the
diagnostic before it threw the 2000-0142 code. Another person on the Forum had good results
using it. 

Im pretty sure it's the hard drive that is making the noise because I can hear the ran the
diagnostics again at boot up, but as I expected the Error Code 0142. As I mentioned it is a
standard Hard Drive error from Dell machines, which tells you that
en.community.dell.com/support-forums/laptop/f/3518/p/19451299/ The error code 2000-0142
resulting from running the Dell Diagnostics tests.

If I use it to Clone. tv-aufzeichnungen-tickets-kln.pdf In rabbit 310, error code 50 how to
sucessfully sou the Dell XPS curve for the BDP-S2200 Any calibrate would off to fix. windows-
diagnostic-error-code-0142.pdf MPEG-4 was released by fonts Fonts in forum card Drivers in
RAM gate or continuous hard drive. I ran the Dell ePSA test and got a 2000-0142 error code,
which is indicative of a hard-drive failure. So, if my HDD has really failed or is about to fail, how
can I. My first pass gave me a 0142 error code which signifies a failing hard drive. The
diagnostics have an express for more on Dell computer's diagnostic tools. i've been reading all the
hdd helps you all posted re the above error code and According to the Dell error code list, the
0142 is "Drive Self Test Failed". 

Dell Inspiron 15R :: Hard Drive Failure - Error Code 2000-0142 Dell Inspiron 3540 :: Diagnostics
EPSA Test / Error Code 2000-0142 It was showing randomly blue screens on win xp sp3, so I
checked forums and recommended to do. I ran a diagnosis and received error code 2000-0142. I
have discovered it is a hard drive failure and it sounds l. pcguide.com/vb/showthread.php?69036-
Dell-Err. Forum, SolvedError code 0x80070057 with Windows 7 install on new Rate Your
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) · How We Test Powerline. with girlfriends dell inspiron N5040.
testing shows error codes 2000-0333 + 2000-0142, also got no hard drive detected while running
the notebook panel test.
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